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Abstract
Due to errors in measurements and inherent variability in the quantities of interest, models based on random differential equations give more realistic results than their deterministic counterpart. The generalized polynomial chaos (gPC) is a powerful technique used to approximate the solution of these equations when the random inputs follow standard probability distributions. But in many cases these random inputs do not have a standard probability distribution. In this paper, we present a step-by-step constructive methodology to implement directly a useful version of adaptive gPC for arbitrary distributions, extending the applicability of the gPC. The paper mainly focuses on the computational aspects, on the implementation of the method and on the creation of a useful software tool. This tool allows the user to easily change the types of distributions and the order of the expansions, and to study their effects on the convergence and on the results. Several examples illustrating
Introduction and motivation
In dealing with random differential equations, a considerable number of useful methods have been developed [13, 20, 5, 4, 15, 14, 18, 21, 3, 8, 6] . Here, we are specifically interested in the generalized Polynomial Chaos method (gPC) since it has been shown to be particularly effective for a number of problems [12, 26, 9] . gPC was proposed by Xiu and Karniadakis [26] as a remarkable generalization of the pioneering work by N. Wiener [25] , which is usually referred to as the homogeneous chaos or Hermite-PC.
The application of gPC requires that every random model parameter belongs to some of the standard probability distributions. Otherwise, it has to be approximated by some of them. In practice, this approximation is usually made by using Gaussian random variables. Although in many practical cases the previous approach can be legitimized by the Central Limit Theorem, it is desirable to investigate alternative approaches since sometimes such approximations cannot be assumed or, even if it can be assumed, the improvement of the accuracy of the results constitutes a goal itself.
The aim of this paper is to present a method that provides researchers, that do not know the foundations of gPC, a step-by-step computational approach technique to implement an adaptive gPC method to be used in random continuous models (random differential equations). In this method the random inputs do not need to belong necessarily to some of the standard probability families. This point has great interest since, in practice, most of random variables constructed to model real phenomena likely do not fit the standard distributions, and therefore the proposed method extends the applicability of the gPC. This approach requires the construction of probability density functions of input random variables that, according to gPC method, will play the same role as the weighting functions do [26] . Notice that methods to build such probability density functions from sampled data are well-developed [16, 19, 23] . Several illustrative examples including practical applications showing the usefulness of the proposed method are presented in this paper.
This paper is organized as follows. For the sake of clarity, in Section 2 we summarize gPC method focusing on its application to solve random differential equations. Section 3 is devoted to introducing a variation of gPC adapted to the case where every random model parameter may have probability distributions different from the standard ones. A pseudo-code algorithm to compute the main statistical functions of the solution stochastic process to random differential equations is developed in Section 4, where significant computational comments are included. In Section 5, we apply adaptive gPC to solve several illustrative examples including both, test-problems and models appearing in applications. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
2. gPC method: a short review focusing on the solution of random differential equations
For the sake of clarity in the subsequent developments, this section explains how gPC works in dealing with the solution of random differential equations
where D denotes a differential operator; y = y(t, ξ(ω)) is the solution stochastic process to be determined and f (t, ξ(ω)) is a forcing term. Notice that in the random differential equation (1) uncertainty is represented by ξ and it just enters through their coefficients and forcing term, although in practice it could also be considered via initial and/or boundary conditions. Let (Ω, F, P ) be a probability space, and let us consider the set L 2 whose elements are second-order real random variables, that is, real random variables ζ having finite variance, or equivalently E [ζ 2 ] < ∞, where E [·] denotes the expectation operator. The set L 2 endowed with the inner product ζ 1 , ζ 2 = E [ζ 1 ζ 2 ], is a Hilbert space, usually denoted by L 2 (Ω, F, P ) [17] . The norm inferred by the above inner product determines the mean-square convergence.
gPC is a powerful technique to represent spectrally in the random dimension random variables ζ and stochastic processes y(t) in L 2 (Ω, F, P ). These representations are given by infinite random series defined in terms of certain orthogonal polynomial expansions {Φ i } which depend on a number of random variables ξ(ω) = (ξ 1 (ω), ξ 2 (ω), . . .), ω ∈ Ω,
As we pointed out in the previous section, the choice of the trial basis {Φ i } is crucial in dealing with random differential equations and it is what distinguishes homogeneous chaos from gPC. In the first one, {Φ i } are just the Hermite polynomials defined in terms of Gaussian random variables ξ i . Whereas in gPC, {Φ i } belong to the Wiener-Askey scheme (which contains Hermite polynomials as a particular case) and ξ i are standard random variables, such as binomial, Poisson, beta, gamma, etc, that are linked to the orthogonal polynomial basis {Φ i } [26] .
For each y(t) ∈ L 2 (Ω, F, P ), assuming that {Φ i } are the Hermite polynomials, the Cameron-Martin theorem guarantees that series (2) converges in the L 2 sense [7] . However, in practice, optimal convergence is limited to stochastic processes with Gaussian inputs ξ i . Otherwise, numerical results deteriorate even for early times [11] .
On the account of this fact, Xiu and Karniadakis proposed gPC focusing on the solution of random differential equations [26] . This work introduces not only an extension of Wiener's contribution but also a comprehensive approach to set the optimal trial basis {Φ i }. This set {Φ i } constitutes a complete orthogonal basis in L 2 (Ω, F, P ) with the inner product
where δ ij is the Kronecker delta and denotes the ensemble average defined as follows
being f ξ (ξ) the joint probability density function of ξ and supp(ξ) its support. Notice that in (4) f ξ (ξ) plays the role of a weight function. Independence between random variables ξ i is usually assumed in the previous development. As a consequence f ξ (ξ) factorizes as the product of probability density functions f ξ i (ξ i ) associated to each random variable ξ i . In order to keep the computations feasible in dealing with random differential equations, each random model parameter ζ as well as the solution stochastic process are represented by truncated series of the form (2),
where the number of components of random vector ξ(ω) also needs to be truncated at a number s called the order of chaos, ξ(ω) = (ξ 1 (ω), ξ 2 (ω), . . . , ξ s (ω)).
Note that at this point the set {Φ i , 0 ≤ i ≤ P } is not complete. The truncation order P is made so that all expansion polynomials up to a certain maximum degree, p, are included. This entails the following relationship between the number of terms P + 1 in the series expansions, the maximum degree p and the order of chaos s: P + 1 = (p + s)!/(p!s!).
In this context, solving the random differential equation (1) consists of computing coefficients y i (t) appearing in (5) . From the functions y i (t) one computes the expectation and the variance of the approximate solution stochastic process y(t) as follows:
(6) To achieve this goal, first the expansion of y(t) given by (5) is substituted into the random differential equation (1). Second, a Galerkin projection is done by multiplying the random differential equation by every polynomial of the expansion basis {Φ i } and then, the ensemble average is taken. This leads to
that corresponds to a deterministic system of P + 1 coupled differential equations whose unknowns are the node functions y i (t). These unknowns can be computed by standard numerical techniques such as Runge-Kutta schemes.
In [26] authors show through a simple but still illustrative example involving only one single random input ζ that exponential convergence for the mean and the variance of the solution stochastic process is retained when the orthogonal polynomial basis {Φ i } is chosen in accordance with the probability distribution of ζ. Namely, if ζ has a uniform, Gaussian, beta, gamma, etc. distribution, then {Φ i } should be chosen as Legendre, Hermite, Jacobi, Laguerre, etc., respectively. This proposal is based on the following key fact: the weighting functions associated to the so-called Wiener-Askey scheme, that correspond to classical families of orthogonal polynomials, are identical to the probability density functions of some standard random variables. Recently, in [10] authors provide conditions under which gPC expansions converge in the mean-square sense to the correct limit, which constitutes an extension of paper of Cameron and Martin [7] where mean-square convergence of homogeneous chaos was established.
An adaptive generalized Polynomial Chaos method
As we have indicated in previous sections, gPC method provides a comprehensive way to chose the optimal trial basis {Φ i } when random model parameters belong to the standard probabilistic distributions. However clearly other distributions are also possible in practice, thus further study is demanded. The success of gPC also relies on solving the deterministic system of differential equations obtained after considering a Galerkin projection. Then it would be desirable to keep such a system as simple as possible. Bearing in mind both challenges, in the following we present a variation of gPC, referred to as adaptive gPC.
In the following, we focus on continuous mathematical models containing uncertainty into their formulation. Hereinafter, we specifically will consider models based on systems of random differential equations, which for the sake of clarity, we will denote directly without using the previous operator notation, as
where t is the independent variable, F :
) is the vector of unknown functions, y 0 = (y 1 (t 0 ), y 2 (t 0 ), . . . , y q (t 0 )) is the vector of initial conditions and 0 = (0, 0, . . . , 0) denotes the null vector of size q. Here, denotes the transpose operator for vectors and matrices. {ζ 1 , . . . , ζ s } are assumed to be the independent random input parameters in the initial value problem (i.v.p.) (8) . These parameters include both the coefficients and the initial conditions. Notice that according to gPC nomenclature, in this case s is also the order of the chaos.
Fourier expansion of the model parameters
For each probability density function f ζ i (ζ i ) associated to the random variable ζ i , we define the following inner product whose weighting function is just
being g, h deterministic functions such that the above integral exists. In contrast to Wiener-Askey gPC, we are going to represent both random model parameters ζ i , 1 ≤ i ≤ s, and the solution stochastic process y(t) in terms of a complete orthonormal polynomial basis constructed directly in terms of ζ i , 1 ≤ i ≤ s. This construction is done by applying the GramSchmidt method with the previous inner product ζ i to the canonical basis of each random model parameter ζ i truncated at a common degree p:
For each i, this procedure allows us to construct the set of orthonormal polynomials
where
Thus each random model parameter ζ i can be expanded in a Fourier series, i.e.,
In order to calculate the Fourier coefficients α
we should take into account that
• ζ i has a non-orthonormal natural expansion as itself,
Therefore, substituting this latter expression into (11) and comparing coefficients in both sides, one gets that the Fourier expansion of the random model parameter ζ i is
At this point several remarks can be quoted:
• To represent each random model parameter ζ i we only have needed as starting canonical basis
which truncation order is p = 1. However, in applications higher values of p should be considered in order to represent more accurately the solution stochastic process y(t) to random differential equation (8) .
• For the sake of clarity, we have assumed that the canonical bases C p i considered to represent each random model parameter ζ i , 1 ≤ i ≤ s, have the same truncation order. Notice that its generalization to different values, say p i , would follow immediately from the subsequent developments.
• In many practical situations the random model parameters ζ i do not appear directly but as arguments of non-polynomial functions, say r(ζ i ), involved into the random differential equation under study. This hinders the application of gPC method since it needs to approximate r(ζ i ) by an appropriate polynomial, which implies a loss in the approximation that could be unaffordable. Assuming that probability density function of the random variable ζ i is known, the application of the Transformation Technique provides, under quite general conditions, a powerful method to compute, in closed form, the probability density function of r(ζ i ) in terms of the probability density function of random variable ζ i [22] . As we shall see, this allows us to consider r(ζ i ) as a random model parameter itself rather than ζ i .
Building the solution by adaptive polynomial chaos expansion
In Table 1 we summarize the elements as well as the notation that we have introduced at this point. 
In our case, the random model parameter expansions correspond to p = 1 and they are given by:
Now, we will represent the solution stochastic process y(t) and the initial condition y 0 in terms of a basis Ξ = {Φ j } constructed from Ξ p i , 1 ≤ i ≤ s. The elements of this basis represent multidimensional expansion polynomials and, taking into account independence between random model parameters ζ 1 , . . . , ζ s , they are built from the simple tensor product
for some mapping (p 1 , . . . , p s ) → j starting from (0, . . . , 0) that corresponds to j = 0. In the particular case that p = 1, 0 ≤ p i ≤ 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ s. The tensor product above is done up to a degree r. When p = 1, r ≤ s. This leads to the following representations of the solution stochastic process and its derivative
as well as the initial condition
In general, if we want that these expansions contain all the products of the form (14) with degree less or equal than r with 0 ≤ r ≤ p × s, then the truncation order P is completely determined. Following gPC development, now we substitute expansions (15)- (16) into the i.v.p. (8) and we obtain:
which involves random variables ζ 1 , . . . , ζ s .
Building the auxiliary system of deterministic differential equations
The goal of this section is to obtain the deterministic coefficients y j (t), 0 ≤ j ≤ P . To achieve this goal, we first need to consider the inner product (18) where, by independence of random variables ζ i , the weighting function f ζ (ζ) has been factorized through the probability density functions of each ζ i , f ζ i (ζ i ). Now we establish a deterministic i.v.p. based on a system of P +1 differential equations whose unknowns are the nodes y j (t), 0 ≤ j ≤ P . Hereinafter, this system will be referred to as the auxiliary system. This system is built by multiplying each equation of the random differential system (17) by all the elements of the orthonormal basis Ξ = {Φ j }, previously constructed and, then, taking the ensemble average ζ defined in (18) . This allows us to take advantage of orthogonality in order to simplify the deterministic system of differential equations obtained in this way. This system has as initial conditions the ones obtained by multiplying (17) by {Φ j } and then, taking again the ensemble average ζ . This permits us to compute the coefficients y 0,j (t 0 ) as follows
3.4. Solving the auxiliary system and computing the mean and the standard deviation of the solution In the previous subsection, we have constructed a deterministic i.v.p. whose unknowns are y j (t) , 0 ≤ j ≤ P . These functions can be computed by applying a numerical scheme such as Runge-Kutta. Once they have been obtained, approximations for the mean and the variance can be computed taking into account the following relationships:
In (20) , the first expression is just the expectation of the solution stochastic process y(t), while the second one is the variance-covariance matrix whose diagonal represents the variance of each component y i (t), 1 ≤ i ≤ q of y(t).
Adaptive polynomial chaos algorithm
In this section we develop a pseudo-code algorithm to compute the mean and the standard deviation of the solution stochastic process of a random i.v.p. of the form (8) .
The inputs of the algorithm are:
• The system of random differential equations (model): F (t, y,ẏ) = 0, with random initial condition: y(t 0 ) = y 0 .
• The random model parameters including the initial conditions: ζ 1 , ζ 2 , . . . , ζ s .
• The probability density functions of the random model parameters:
• The (common) truncation order of the polynomial expansion of each random model parameter p.
Now, we describe the algorithm:
• STEP 1. For i = 1, . . . , s, compute the orthonormal basis Ξ
• (12) .
• STEP 3. Build the set of polynomials Ξ = {Φ j } defined by (14) .
• STEP 4. Define the scalar product ζ given by (18).
• STEP 5. Consider the truncated orthonormal expansions for the random model parameters, the solution stochastic process and its derivative and the random initial condition given by (15) and (16), respectively.
• STEP 6. Substitute the above expansions into the model to obtain the random i.v.p. (17).
• STEP 7. Obtain the auxiliary system in two phases: first, multiplying each equation of the random i.v.p. (17) by orthonormal polynomials of the basis Ξ = {Φ j } and, second taking the ensemble average inferred by the inner product ζ constructed in STEP 4.
• STEP 8. Solve numerically the auxiliary system.
• STEP 9. Compute the mean and the standard deviation of the solution stochastic process y(t) taking into account expressions in (20) .
We have implemented this algorithm in Mathematica [1].
Some computational aspects
During the implementation and when performing some tests, we realised that it is very important to calculate the Fourier expansion of the parameters as accurately as possible. In fact, in our case as the code has been implemented in Mathematica, we have computed these coefficients symbolically. Otherwise, we noticed that the number of coefficients of the auxiliary system increases rapidly, with most of them being very small (0 when computations were carried out symbolically), and consequently, solving the auxiliary system produces dramatic numerical errors.
Moreover, the bottleneck of this algorithm is the building of the auxiliary system (STEP 7) because we have to evaluate many inner products that may involve unbounded integrals with transcendent functions. In order to improve these computations we have considered that when multiplying each polynomial from the set Ξ = {Φ j } by each equation of the random i.v.p. (17) , these inner products are carried out monomial by monomial, and then, reduced to computations of the form (ζ 1 )
is , 1 ζ . These computations, in some cases, can be pre-calculated with Mathematica in order to obtain a closed formula that allows to reduce drastically the time to build the auxiliary system.
Examples: a comparative case-study
In this section, we present five illustrative examples where adaptive polynomial chaos is applied. Examples 1-3 have exact solutions. They have been included to show that the proposed method is as good as Hermite-PC. More specifically, in Example 1 we consider a linear random differential equation with two random parameters and show in detail all the involved computations in order to show how the proposed method works. In Example 2, we keep studying a random linear differential equation but increased the number of random parameters. Example 3 illustrates that the method also works when dealing with random nonlinear differential equations. In Examples 1-3 we compare numerical results for the mean and variance obtained by adaptive gPC with those ones computed by other approaches, namely:
• Exact. The examples have been chosen such that exact solution for the mean and the variance are available. Thus, they act as test examples.
• Hermite-PC. It consists of obtaining the mean and the variance by applying homogeneous PC where both the random model parameters and the solution stochastic process are represented in terms of the Hermite orthogonal polynomial basis. This approach is extensively accepted in dealing with random differential equations.
The random parameters of Examples 1-3 have standard distributions whereas the Example 4 involves a random input whose probability density function is constructed from sampled data. We show that the obtained probability density function does not follow any standard distribution, so the adaptive gPC turns out particularly useful. In this example, the numerical results provided by adaptive gPC are compared with measured data. As in practice gPC technique has interest when there is not an available solution, we end this section with Example 5. In this example, we study an epidemiological model based on a random system of differential equations with four random parameters whose exact solution is not available. Numerical comparisons against Monte Carlo sampling are carried out.
Example 1. We deal with the random i.v.p.
and we will assume that
• b is a beta random variable of parameters α = β = 2, i.e., b ∼ B(2; 2),
• y 0 ∼ B(2; 5).
For the sake of clarity, in this first example we will show in detail each step of our previous development. According to previous notation random variables b and y 0 correspond to ζ 1 and ζ 2 , respectively, and their probability density functions are
We take p = 3 as the common degree for the two polynomial bases Ξ } (see STEP 1). These bases are defined in terms of the random model parameters ζ 1 and ζ 2 , respectively. We take r = 3 as the maximum degree of the multivariate polynomials Ξ = {Φ 0 , Φ 1 , . . . , Φ 9 } (see STEP 3) defining the basis where the solution stochastic process y(t) is going to be represented. Now, we follow the algorithm developed in Section 4, step by step:
• STEP 1. Taking the canonical basis C
and using Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization method, we obtain the following orthonormal basis for parameter b = ζ 1 ,
Analogously, for parameter y 0 = ζ 2 and the inner product
its orthonormal basis is
• STEP 2. Looking at φ and the Fourier expansion of parameter
Analogously, the coefficients of φ 
• STEP 3. The set Ξ = {Φ 0 = Φ 0 (ζ 1 , ζ 2 ), . . . , Φ 9 = Φ 9 (ζ 1 , ζ 2 )} is given by
. Note that we only use the products of polynomials whose total degree is less or equal than r = 3.
• STEP 4. Define the new inner product
• STEP 5. The expansions of the solution y(t) and its derivativeẏ(t) are
• STEP 6. We substitute the random parameter models and unknown function expansions into the i.v.p.ẏ(t) + by(t) = 0, y(0) = y 0 . The resulting equation is
• STEP 7. Now, using the inner product defined in STEP 4, we multiply each polynomial Φ j (ζ 1 , ζ 2 ), j = 0, . . . , 9, for each one of the equations obtained in STEP 6. This leads to the auxiliary system of deterministic equations given by y 2 (t) + • STEPS 8 and 9. Then, we solve the auxiliary system and compute the mean and the variance.
In Tables 2 and 3 , we compare the exact values of the mean and the variance of the solution stochastic process to random i.v.p. (21) with respect to the numerical values obtained by adaptive gPC (columns µ adaptive gPC and σ 2 adaptive gPC, respectively) and PC using the Hermite polynomials as the trial basis (columns µ Hermite-PC, and σ 2 Hermite-PC, respectively). We observe that the results provided by adaptive gPC method are as good as the ones obtained by Hermite-PC.
Example 2. We deal with the random linear differential equation:
whose exact values for the average and the variance are also available. We will assume that Following the same presentation as in the previous example, in Tables 4 and  5 , we compare the exact values of the mean and the variance, respectively. Again, we observe that good results are achieved by adaptive gPC method. In this example, the approximations for the mean and standard deviation of the solution can be computed for longer times using adaptive gPC. In Figure 1 (left), we show these approximations on the interval [0, 100]. On the right side, the exact mean and standard deviation are plotted on the same time interval.
In Figure 2 the relative error respect to the exact solution for the mean (left) and standard deviation (right) computed by adaptive gPC are represented. We observe that relative error in the variance increases over time.
Example 3. Next, we will consider a nonlinear i.v.p. based on the following random Riccati differential equation:
We will suppose that random model parameters have the following probability distributions: 
• b ∼ B(2; 2),
In Tables 6 and 7 , we compare the exact values of the average and the variance, respectively. Once more, we observe that adaptive gPC method provides good approximations.
In the previous examples we have assumed each random input ζ i follows a standard distribution, hence we have applied adaptive gPC taking as weight function into the inner product (9) the corresponding probability density function f ζ i (ζ i ) whose analytic representation is well-known. This allowed us to compute successfully the expectation and variance of the solution. However, random parameters that do not belong to any standard statistical distributions often appear in practice, then adaptive gPC turns out particularly fruitful. Example 4. Let us consider a real problem based on the Newton's cooling law to illustrate this situation [2] . According to this thermodynamic law, when a body is heated up to the temperature T 0 and then, it is exposed to the medium temperature T m , its temperature T (t) in the instant t varies according to the i.v.p.
where K denotes the cooling constant. When this model is applied in practical situations, the calibration of K is required. This calibration is performed after careful measurements which depend on the body composition as well as the accuracy of the measuring instruments. So, it is more realistic to assume that K is a random variable rather than a deterministic constant. Table 8 shows the values of K in a particular case. In order to apply adaptive gPC, we first need to assign a statistical distribution to K. Kernel methods constitute a family of powerful techniques to approximate the probability density function of a random variable from sampled data that result very useful when standard distributions fail [16, 19, 23] . Many of these methods are implemented in software packages. Figure 3 shows the distribution function (left) and the probability density function (right) of the cooling random parameter K obtained from the sample collected in Table 8 by using the command "SmoothKernelDistribution" of Mathematica. We can see that the obtained probability density function does not seem to be any standard distribution. Now, following the same development as in the previous examples we have computed approximations of the mean and standard deviation to the temperature T (t) (in degrees Fahrenheit) for 0 ≤ t ≤ 73.5 (in seconds). Figure 4 shows the corresponding results. In order to check the accuracy of the approximations provided by adaptive gPC, in this plot we have also represented by points the real sampled temperatures (see [2] ). We observe adaptive gPC provides very good approximations. following non-autonomous system of differential equationṡ
where S(t), I(t) and R(t) are the population of susceptible, infectious and recovered, µ is the birth rate and it is supposed to be equal to the mortality rate, γ is the rate of loss of immunity, ν is the rate of loss of infectiousness, For this example, in order to apply adaptive gPC, let us assume that some of the previous parameters are random variables. Notice that this assumption is realistic since in practice these values are set from sampled data. Specifically we will assume that: • ν follows a Gaussian distribution of mean 36 and variance 2, i.e., ν ∼ N(36; 2),
Notice that in this way, all the above random variables have as average the deterministic values given in [24] . Now, we will assume that 1% of total population is infectious, so initial conditions are given by S 0 = 0.99, I 0 = 0.01 and R 0 = 0. For our computations we have taken p = r = 2 and [0, 5] as the time interval where the study was performed. In Figure 5 the mean of each component of the solution stochastic process together with itself minus/plus their standard deviation functions are represented. This provides us an idea of the variability of the average behaviour of each population for 0 ≤ t ≤ 5. In Figure 6 the deterministic solution to the mean of the solution stochastic process are compared. We see that, in this case, both are similar. In order to assess the quality of the approximations provided by adaptive gPC, the absolute error for both, the mean and the standard deviation of the solution, have been compared against Monte Carlo method using 100 000 simulations. The results are plotted in Figures 7 and 8. All the above examples illustrate the ability of the proposed adaptive gPC method to handle models described by different types of differential equations containing randomness in several parameters with different probability distributions.
Conclusions
In this paper we have studied a variation of gPC method, refereed to as adaptive gPC. This method is able to handle random inputs following both standard and non-standard probability distributions. Under this approach, the random inputs are represented by Fourier expansion series of orthonormal polynomials built using an inner product where the weight function is precisely the probability density function of the corresponding input. This expansion only requires two terms, which facilitates solving the auxiliary system of differential equations and better numerical accuracy can be achieved. The proposed technique has been illustrated through a wide range of examples. Finally, we want to point out that the aim of the paper is to present a method that provides researchers that do not know the foundations of gPC, a step-by-step computational approach method to implement an adaptive gPC method to be used in random continuous models.
